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Abstract
This paper presents a system for large vocabulary
recognition of on-line handwritten cursive words. The
system rst uses a ltering module, based on simple
letter features, to quickly reduce a large reference dictionary to a smaller number of candidates; the reduced
lexicon along with the original input is subsequently fed
to a recognition module. In order to exploit the sequential nature of the temporal data, we employ a TDNNstyle network architecture which has been successfully
used in the speech recognition domain. Explicit segmentation of the input words into characters is avoided
by using a sliding window concept where the input word
representation (a set of frames) is presented to the
neural network-based recognizer sequentially. The outputs of the recognition module are collected and converted into a string of characters that can be matched
with the candidate words. A description of the complete system and its components is given.

1 Introduction
Computer recognition of on-line handwriting o ers
a new way of improving the human-computer interface. Since handwriting is one of the most familiar communication media, an automatic handwriting
recognition system can o er a very easy and natural
input method. However, most of the research e ort
in this area has been devoted to the recognition of
isolated characters (particularly important for largealphabet languages such as Chinese, with over 3000
di erent ideographs) [7, 12], or run-on hand-printed
words [15, 5]. A signi cantly smaller number of recognition systems have been devised for cursive words
[16, 13, 4], a more dicult task due to the presence
of the letter segmentation problem (partitioning the
word into letters), and generally larger variations at

the letter level. Most of these systems restrict the
working dictionary sizes to less than few thousand
words.
Two major approaches have traditionally been used
in cursive handwriting recognition, whether online or
oine: segmentation-based and word-based (also refer
to as `holistic'). In the segmentation-based approach
each word is segmented into its component letters and
a recognition technique is then used to identify each
letter. Unfortunately, the nature of cursive script is
such that the letter segmentation points1 can only be
correctly identi ed when the correct letter sequence
is known, and the recognition of characters can only
be done successfully when the segmentation is correct. Therefore, a recognition engine that performs
character recognition and segmentation in parallel is
desirable. Segmentation-based systems also fail to account for handwriting variations due to co-articulation
(the in uence of one letter on another) and can su er
from combinatorial complexity when combining multiple decisions about individual characters.
In the word-based approach, individual letters are
not recognized as such but a global feature vector
is extracted from the input word which is matched
against a stored dictionary of prototype words; a distance measure is used to choose the best candidate.
This word recognition method has the advantage of
speed, and avoids problems associated with segmentation. This method re ects the human reading process which is not character by character, but rather
by words or even phrases. The main disadvantage of
this method is the need to train the machine with samples of each word in the established dictionary, thereby
constraining vocabulary size.
In our recognition system, we adopt an intermediate position between the above fundamentally di erent approaches, and attempt to incorporate the follow1

Points where one letter ends and the succeeding one begins.

ing three concepts regarding the cognition of cursive
handwriting. First, the perception of words by humans is a two step process: characteristic letters are
found in the word image which are used to select candidate words; an attempt is then made to align these
words with the input image. Second, the dynamic
pattern of motion in cursive handwriting carries more
information and less variability than the static geometric representation of a word. Third, separating a
character from its background is not a necessary preprocessing step for identifying the character.
Accordingly, the system rst uses a ltering module that extracts a structural description for a given
input word and uses it to reduce quickly a large lexicon (i.e, more than 20,000 words) to a smaller set
of matchable words, and then a neural network-based
recognition module takes a temporal representation of
the input word and identi es each of its letters (alphabets) without performing an explicit segmentation
step. The predicted word is then compared with the
possible matchable words. A narrowed-down lexicon
will limit the amount of work to be done during this
stage.
Section 2 shows the architecture of the system. Section 3 presents the ltering module. Section 4 describes the recognition module. The nal section summarizes and discusses future work.

2 Proposed recognition system
The structure of the proposed cursive word recognition system is shown in Figure 1. Notice that both
the ltering module and the recognition module works
on data which is preprocessed. This is necessary because the output of the digitizing tablet is noisy (due
to quantization e ects and the shaking of the hand)
and usually contains too many points. Data reduction and enhancement is achieved by a resampling
algorithm which includes duplicated points removal,
enforcing even spacing between points and smoothing
(see [6] for an overview of these operations). Equalization of di erent writing orientations, writing slant,
and writing sizes is also desirable in order to reduce
writer dependent variability. A normalization algorithm is provided for this purpose based on the work
of [1],[17].
The ltering module (Lexicon reduction module)
starts by deriving a description string = 1 2 . . . n
where i corresponds to a key feature found in the
input word. Such string is then passed to a procedure search( ) which has knowledge about how to
derive ASCII letters from the symbols i and uses
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Figure 1: Overview of proposed model for large vocabulary recognition of on-line handwritten cursive words.

it to generate matchable words. Speci cally, the
problem is that of establishing a grammar Gfilter =
(Vascii; Vfeature; P; S ), where the set Vascii of terminal
symbols is the English alphabet, the set Vfeature of
non-terminal symbols is made of those basic elements
in terms of which all letters can be described, P is the
set of production rules which de ne the valid combinations of these elements to generate letters, and S is the
starting (or root) symbol. The set of matchable words
is the set of strings which constitute valid
English
words and can be derived from (i.e., =) ).
The recognition module uses a temporal representation of the input, thereby preserving the sequential
nature of the cursive data and enabling the use of a
Time-Delay Neural Network (TDNN)-style architecture [18]. This recognizer is trained to classify the signal within its xed-size input window as this window
sequentially scans the input word representation, thus
allowing us to built a system that no longer depends on
a potentially errorful segmentation procedure during
the recognition. By training and recognizing characters in context2 (i.e., we de ne a large enough input
window to include more than one character) the coarticulation phenomena is accounted for. Finally, the
recognizer's outputs are collected and converted into
an ASCII string that can be matched against the reduced lexicon.

3 Filtering module
According to the harmonic oscillator description of
the muscle action involved in handwriting production
[9], cursive handwriting generation can be viewed as
a sequential modulation of two coupled oscillations;
one in the vertical direction and one in the horizontal direction. In this context, it is natural to charac2 By character context we mean a small portion of the word
image that precedes and follows the given character.

terize the writing as an ordered sequence of upward
and downward strokes. However, it has been previously suggested that downward strokes in the word
are more important than upward strokes because they
are always part of the letters while the former ones
sometimes act as joining strokes [1]. Therefore, we
choose to extract downward strokes only which are
subsequently classi ed based on their relative heights
and direction of movement. They constitute the set of
key features which are going to be used to describe the
structure of the words. Accordingly, grammar Gfilter
is currently de ned as follows:

R R-stroke (a retrograde stroke pointing rightwards);
U Unknown stroke (a stroke with an ambiguous classi cation).

(a)
half line

Gfilter = (Vascii; Vfeature; P; S )
base line

where

Vfeature = fA; D; M; B; C; K; L; R; U g
Vascii = fa; b; c; . . . ; z g
P = fA ! bjdjf jhjkjljt
D ! f jgjj jpjqjyjz
M ! ajcjejijmjnjojrjsjujvjwjx
...
AM ! bjhjk
RD ! gjq
...
MMM ! mjw
RDM ! qg
In total there are 64 production rules; therefore,
only a few of them are shown. Referring to the lines
illustrated in Figure 2 the following interpretation of
the symbols in Vfeature is used: ,
A Ascender stroke (a stroke that substantially extends from the half-line to the upper region of
the word);
D Descender stroke (a stroke that substantially extends from the base-line to the lower region of
the word);
M Median stroke (a stroke that lies between the halfline and the base-line of the word);
B Both stroke (a stroke that expands both the upper
region and the lower region of the word);
C Connection stroke (a stroke that lies above the center line between the half-line and the base-line);
K K-stroke (the middle downward stroke in a letter
`k');
L L-stroke (a retrograde stroke pointing leftwards);

(b)
Figure 2: The ltering module: (a) a raw word image,

and the (b) preprocessed image shown with base-line,
half-line and extracted downward strokes. The associated code word is `ULMMCRDMRMMMM' and the reduced lexicon is f`program',`programmer',`programs'g.

The searching procedure uses a trie [10] representation of the dictionary to check if derived strings constitute valid English words. The nal set of matchable
words is further pruned if any diacritical mark (points
on \i",\j", \t" bars, and \x" slash) is detected in the
input image.

3.1 Discussion of ltering module
Care has been taken in the selection of features and
derivation rules since exclusion of the correct word at
this stage may deter e ective recognition in the subsequent stage. Tested on a database of 750 cursive
words (3 to 8 letters long) written by 10 writers, using
a lexicon of 21,000 words, the reduced lexicon contains
the correct word in 733 cases (i.e., 97.7% accuracy).
The size of the correctly pruned lexicon is 112.8 words
on average (i.e., 99.4% reduction ecacy) and 3103
words in the worst case. It took the ltering module, running on a Sun IPC (concurrently with other
light processes), 9 secs in the worst case to output the
reduced lexicon for an eight letter word.

4 Recognition module
On-line data represents text as a coordinate sequence fP (t) = (X (t); Y (t); Z (t))g, where X; Y are

the coordinates of the pen tip, and Z corresponds to
the pen-up/pen-down indication. Although all the dynamic information about handwriting can be presumably inferred from this sequence, this data is too unconstrained so we must make a decision about how
to encode it. However, we want to avoid the handcrafting involved in selecting features, a process which
could result in the discarding of information essential for recognition. Therefore, we choose mainly to
encode information about the local direction and curvature in the pen trajectory, and rely on the neural
network-based recognizer for the selection of features
relevant for performing the classi cation task.
Two parameters are used in the coding of direction: (i) sine of the angle between each segment
(X (t); Y (t));(X (t;1); Y (t;1)) of the trajectory and
the Y-axis (sin y (t)), and (ii) sine of the angle between (X (t); Y (t)) ; (X (t ; 1); Y (t ; 1)) and the Xaxis (sin x (t)). By restricting these angles to vary
between ;=2 and +=2 we make the parameters
unambiguous; a negative value of sin y (t) will indicate that point P (t) = (X (t); Y (t)) is before point
P (t ; 1) = (X (t ; 1); Y (t ; 1)) (i.e., a backward pen
movement was made in going from P (t ; 1) to P (t)),
and a positive value will indicate that point P (t) is
after point P (t;1) (i.e., a forward pen movement was
made). Similarly, the sign of sin x (t) will indicate
whether point P (t) is above or below point P (t ; 1)
(i.e., if an upward or downward pen movement was
made).
In addition to the directional information, the location of the points in the trajectory at which sharp
changes in the direction of movement (i.e., cusps)
take place is found. A very simple measurement of
the `local' curvature can be obtained by calculating
the change between two consecutive directional angles. Guyon et al.[7] suggested to represent the angle
(t) = x (t +1) ; x (t ; 1) by its sine and cosine values.
However, we found that the values of cos (t) behave
more smoothly than that of sin (t); the reason being
that for small values of (t) (i.e., little change in direction), cos (t) remains at and at the high value of +1
while sin (t) will oscillate around zero. We choose
cos (t) as our only curvature descriptor: it will go
down to ;1 for sharp cusps (independently of their
orientation) and down to around 0 for more smoother
turns.

4.1 Varying duration and scaling
The trajectory representation is made scale invariant by normalizing the size of the word with respect to
the vertical axis to a given height H, while maintaining

the same aspect ratio. Thus, the height of small letters
(those that fall between the base-line and the half-line)
is approximately xed for all words. Since the distance
between points is kept constant, the above procedure
e ectively minimizes time distortions of letters.

4.2 Time frames
Given a sequence f(X (t); Y (t); Z (t))g of on-line
data, we de ne a time frame F (t) to be a 4dimensional feature vector consisting of four elements (sin x (t); sin y (t); cos (t); zone(Y (t))), where
the rst three elements have already been described
above. The fourth element, zone(Y (t)), is introduced
to help distinguish pairs such as `e-l' and `a-d', which
have similar temporal representations. These pairs
can be di erentiated by encoding their corresponding
Y (t) values into the previously determined zones: the
middle zone (between the base-line and the half-line),
the ascender zone (above the half-line) and the descender zone (below the base-line). The frame sequence
fF (t)g constitutes an intermediate representation of
the on-line data and is used as the input to the neural
network recognizer.

4.3 Neural network recognizer
Our current three layer TDNN-style network is
shown in Figure 3. The input to the neural network is a window of L = 96 frames (network receptive eld) which are extracted from the input frame
sequence fF (t)g. The input window is continuously
moved across the frame sequence fF (t)g thus generating activation traces Ol (t) at the output of the network where Ol (t) corresponds to the network's con dence in recognizing a letter l at time t. These output
traces would be subsequently examined to determine
the most likely interpretation of the input word. The
input window is shifted by S =3 frames between successive generations of the output activation trace.
The weight connection in the network is arranged
such that each hidden unit has a receptive eld that
is limited by a time delay; each neuron's decision at
time t is based on the previous frames F (t); F (t ;
1); . . . ; F (t ; N ; 1) where N is the receptive eld's
size or the number of delays. In the rst hidden layer
there are 30 frames FL1 (t) and each frame consists of
8 feature detecting units interconnected to the input
layer with 9 delays. That is, each unit in the rst
hidden layer receives input from 9 consecutive frames
in the input layer; therefore, there are 36 connections.
The particular choice of 9 delays comes from the goal
of detecting features with short duration at this level,

to learn the same pattern of weights, each frame computes the same set of features over its receptive eld as
the neighboring frames do. Intuitively, if a particular
feature detector is useful on one part of the sequence,
it is likely to be useful on other parts of the sequence
as well, particularly if such a feature appears in the
input, displaced from its ideal position.
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Figure 3: The architecture of a TDNN-style network for
cursive word recognition.

but also long enough for each unit to detect a meaningful feature (e.g., a cusp). The receptive elds of two
consecutive units in the rst hidden layer overlap by 6
frames. In the second hidden layer, there are 9 frames
FL2 (t) each with 12 feature detecting units and looking at a 6 frame window of activity levels in the rst
hidden layer. These units receive a larger time spans
information from the input, and hence are expected to
detect more complex and global features (i.e., longer
in duration). The receptive elds of two consecutive
units in the second hidden layer overlap by 3 frames.
Finally, the second hidden layer is fully connected to
the output layer which has 24 units (one for each of
the English letters except `t' and `x' which we are not
currently dealing with since they require special treatment of their crossing stroke). In the current network
there are a total of 660 units.
The choice of L =96 frames as the size of the input
window to the network is related to H (currently set at
about 3mm), the normalization height. H is selected
such that L frames are enough to represent a character
and, in most cases, include part of the characters on
each side of it for contextual information.
Weights are also shared: the weights connecting one
frame FL (t) in layer Li to its corresponding receptive
eld (in the layer below) are the same as the weights
connecting the next frame FL (t + 1) in layer Li to its
corresponding receptive eld. Therefore, in total there
are only 3428 independent weights. Weight sharing is
a general paradigm that allows us to build reduced
size networks. Minimizing the number of free parameters in the network (i.e., weights that must be determined by the learning algorithm) is an e ective way
of increasing the likelihood of correct generalization
[11]. Weight sharing also guarantees invariance under
translation in time [14]; by constraining all the frames
i

i

4.4 Training data set
In order to perform training, with back-propagation
algorithm, a training data set is created by labelling
each word sample with the positions of each intercharacter boundary (where roughly one character ends
and the next one begins). This information is then
used to pair each frame F (t), in the dynamic representation of the word, with an output vector. The
goal is to generate a target signal that ramps up about
halfway through the character and then quickly backs
down afterwards, so that the network learns to recognize this character whenever its center is in the middle
of the network's receptive eld. For every character in
every word of the training data set, a target signal that
ramps up at 30% of the character's length, reaches its
maximum between 45% and 55% of the character's
length, and backs down to its minimum afterwards
was generated.
About 25 di erent words were randomly selected
from a 60,000 words dictionary keeping the letter frequency `roughly' uniform (the maximum letter frequency is about three times the minimum letter frequency in the set). Three di erent writers were asked
to write these words 4 times, using a WACOM SD311 digitizing tablet, resulting in 225 words for training and 75 words for testing. All 225 training words
were concatenated together, after preprocessing and
size-normalization, into a sequence of 64,596 pairs
(frame,target).

4.5 Network simulation
The activation range of the neurons is chosen to be
between ;1 and +1 with the following computationally ecient squashing function [2] :
f (u) = 1+ujuj , f 0 (u) = (1+1juj)2 + offset
where juj stands for the absolute value of the
weighted sum and offset is a constant suggested by
Fahlman [3] to kill at spots. Weights are initialized
with random numbers uniformly distributed between
;0:1 and +0:1. A single bias unit is used by all weightshared units that are controlled by the same weight

kernel, as opposed to an independent bias per unit
(we found no reason to have independent bias units in
order to develop truly invariant feature detectors).
The use of an error tolerance3 during training was
very helpful in mediating the disproportion between
the training samples with negative target values (negative evidence indicating that the network should not
respond) and the training samples with positive target values (positive evidence indicating the network
should respond). We start this parameter at 0:3 and
subsequently gradually reduced it to 0.1. All our simulations have been performed with an in-house developed simulator written in ANSI C. A Mean Squared
Error (MSE) of 0:17 was obtained after a training session of 140 iterations using an error tolerance of 0:3
during the rst hundred iterations, and then 0:15 and
0:1 for the next thirty and ten iterations respectively.

all selected activation peaks is ordered based on the
beginning time of each peak Pi .
In order to handle overlapping peaks, we construct
an interpretation directed graph from the ordered set
of activation peaks as follows: there is a node Ni in
the graph for every activation peak Pi, and there is
an edge between nodes Ni and Nj (i < j ) if peaks
Pi and Pj are adjacent and do not overlap; otherwise,
nodes Ni and Nj will lie on parallel paths of the graph.
In Figure 4b all activation peaks that reach a maximum value above ;0:2 are shown with their expected
widths ($) centered around the middle of each peak.
Figure 4c shows the associated interpretation graph:
the number next to each node is the size of the corresponding activation peak. Word hypotheses are generated by traversing all possible paths in the graph
from the root to all the `leaves'. We currently set the
con dence of a word hypothesis as the product of the
node's values in the corresponding path.

4.6 Output trace parsing

3 An error tolerance of, say, 0:3 means that any activation
value of an output unit below ;0:7 is considered to be a ;1:0
and any value above +0:7 is considered to be a +1:0 (i.e., no
error is feed back).
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In order to convert the output trace signal Ol (t)
generated by the network into an ASCII string, the
sizes and widths of all activation `peaks' for every output unit are determined. Figure 4b shows the output
activation traces, for all the 24 output units, generated by the network when presented with the word
`vainer' from our testing data set. Eight di erent activation peaks are clearly visible; the six larger ones
corresponding to a letter in the word.
The sizes of all activation peaks are computed by
scanning the output activation traces, from left to
right, looking for activation levels that exceed a given
threshold. When the activation value of an output
unit exceeds the threshold (currently set at ;0:8), a
summing process begins for the unit, that ends when
it's activation value falls below the threshold. The
width of a peak is de ned as the maximum of the actual peak width (finish time ; beginning time) and
the expected peak width. The expected peak width
for a given letter is given by the average width of all
the peaks in the training signal for that letter.
Activation peaks with a maximum value below ;0:2
are ignored (i.e., they are not considered con dent
enough). In order to compensate for smaller letters,
which are shorter in the temporal domain, we normalize the size of a peak by its expected average size [8].
The expected average peak size is computed in a similar way to the expected peak width. The set fPig of
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Figure 4: The operation of the output trace parsing
algorithm: (a) the preprocessed image of a word `vainer',
(b) the plot of the corresponding network output traces
(selected activation peaks are shown with their expected
peak width), and (c) the associated interpretation graph
and generated word hypotheses (nodes of the graph are
shown with their corresponding peak's sizes).

4.7 Discussion of recognition module
Without any additional postprocessing than what
was described in the previous section, the top choice
word recognition rate of the recognition module was
76% on the testing set. With elementary spell checking of the top choice returned by the recognizer, accuracy increases to 88%. The size of the returned word

120

hypotheses set ranged between 1 and 8 words with an
average of 1:6 words. There were in total 1; 232 letters in our testing strings and the corresponding letter
level recognition rate was 98:5%. This is an indication, which we manually con rmed, that when the top
choice word was incorrect the recognizer had missed
only a few characters (at most one in our testing set).

5 Summary and Conclusions
We have presented a system for writer independent
large vocabulary recognition of on-line handwritten
cursive words. The system is composed of two modules: a ltering module, based on features that are
computationaly very easy to compute, which quickly
reduces a large reference dictionary to a much smaller
number of string candidates, and a recognition module which uses a temporal representation of the input
word, instead of a static 2-dimensional image of the
word, which allows us to preserve the sequential nature of the data and enables us to use a TDNN-style
network. The network recognizer avoids explicit segmentation of the input words by using a sliding window concept. Both modules were tested on a number
of images and have been shown to be useful in this
domain.
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